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Abstract  The approach described in this paper uses evolution-
ary algorithms to create multiple-beam patterns for a concentric
circular ring array (CCRA) of isotropic antennas using a com-
mon set of array excitation amplitudes. The flat top, cosec2, and
pencil beam patterns are examples of multiple-beam patterns.
All of these designs have an upward angle of θ = 0◦. All the
patterns are further created in three azimuth planes (ϕ = 0◦,
5◦, and 10◦). To create the necessary patterns, non-uniform ex-
citations are used in combination with evenly spaced isotropic
components. For the flat top and cosecant-squared patterns,
the best combination of common components, amplitude and
various phases is applied, whereas the pencil beam pattern is
produced using the common amplitude only. Differential evo-
lutionary algorithm (DE), genetic algorithm (GA), and firefly
algorithm (FA) are used to generate the best 4-bit discrete mag-
nitudes and 5-bit discrete phases. These discrete excitations aid
in lowering the feed network design complexity and the dynam-
ic range ratio (DRR). A variety of randomly selected azimuth
planes are used to verify the excitations as well. With small
modifications in the desired parameters, the patterns are formed
using the same excitation. The results proved both the efficacy
of the suggested strategy and the dominance of DE over GA as
well as FA.

Keywords  cosec2 beam, differential evolution algorithm (DE),
firefly algorithm (FA), flat top beam, genetic algorithm (GA),
multiple shaped beam patterns, pencil beam

1. Introduction

The concentric ring array antenna with 360◦azimuthal sym-
metry is highly helpful in wireless communications, especial-
ly for satellite and radar-related applications. Furthermore,
a large sidelobe with a significant ripple issue was observed
while producing the structured beams, including the flat-
top, cosec2, as well as pencil-shaped beam, at a variety of
azimuth planes with similar excitation amplitudes. A vari-
ety of methods exist for creating array patterns and multiple
beam patterns that have been documented in literature. These
include, inter alia, [1]– [14]. With the help of a simulated
annealing optimization technique, Diaz et al. suggested, in

paper [5], a technique which enables the effective synthesis
of multiple-patterns of linear array antennas characterized by
constant amplitude dispersals that differ in phase only. An
efficient iterative approach for the power synthesis of pro-
grammable array antennas is provided by Buttazzoni and
Vescovo in [6]. The approach is applicable to arrays of any
shape, covering situations when there are many items present.
The excitation magnitude of every array element remains
unchanged throughout the configuration process thanks to
phase-only control, which determines how reconfigurability
is accomplished.

According to a procedure suggested and created by Lei et al.
in [7], an isotropic array of linear antenna components may
produce a cosecant-squared beam pattern by including op-
timal amplitudes and phases. Paper [8] shows that a single
array antenna may need to emit more than one pattern per
area or financial constraints. Each pattern is chosen and elec-
tronically controlled in way, where only the phase may be
changed. With such a scenario, a synthesis approach is provid-
ed that can simultaneously calculate the common amplitude
and the individual phases. Additionally, the strategy is adapt-
able enough to accommodate extra restrictions and permits an
effective deployment. Phase-only as well as amplitude-phase
syntheses of an identical dual beam pattern of a linear array
antenna employing real-valued and floating-point genetic al-
gorithms are compared by Mahanti et al. in paper [9], with
sum and sector array patterns serving as two examples.

To create customized beam patterns, uniform as well as Gaus-
sian distributions of identical magnitude are used (flat top and
cosec2). Additionally, various beam patterns require distinct
kinds of phases. Durr et al. in [10] proposed the Woodward-
Lawson approach to identify such excitations. With the use
of evolution algorithms, Dubey and Mandal [11] describe
a pattern synthesis technique for creating dual array patterns
of an isotropic planar array antenna of rectangular shape.
The cosec2 pattern and a pencil beam pattern are two ex-
amples of dual-beam patterns that are both directed at an
upper angle of twenty degrees. Chakraborty et al. in [12] pro-
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vide a technique for figuring out the phase allocation of an
array having a linear structure of discrete excitations with
a given array pattern with specified aperture magnitude dis-
tributions. The infinite series, whose terms are individually
expressed as integrals, is created from the specific series that
represents the beam pattern. The asymptotic assessment of
the integral using the stationary phase approach serves as
the basis for synthesis. Sector and cosecant beam computed
outcomes are displayed. Again, for shaped-beam radiation
patterns and a synthesis utilizing both line sources or even-
ly separated arrays, Stutzman [13] introduces the iterative
sampling technique. A number of corrective patterns are ap-
plied to an original pattern that approximates the intended
pattern. This method is used repeatedly until the required per-
formance is attained. A matching set of adjustments leads to
the discovery of the current distribution. Numerous examples
demonstrate the possibility of obtaining patterns having ei-
ther low major-beam ripple (∆), low sidelobe level, or abrupt
separation from the main lobe.

Using the concentric ring array antenna’s best combinations
of radial magnitudes and phases, Chatterjee et al. [14], [15]
suggested a technique for producing twin beams. The gravi-
tational search algorithm (GSA) is used to generate such
excitations. They also suggested using the firefly algorithm
(FA) to create the dual configuration for an array of concen-
tric rings of antennas. The excitations employed in the circles
of the CCAA uphold the supplied components, which are
isotropic. By applying particular modes or switching combi-
nations, the intended patterns are produced. Mangoud and
Elragal [16] suggested using the enhanced practical swarm
optimization (EPSO) method to create patterns from linear
arrays. To increase the precision of the converging of tradi-
tional PSO, updated formulae of the global optimal particle
location and velocities are adjusted. To produce adaptable
wide nulls steered under the limitations of peak SLL as well
as lowest principal beam width, the cumulative several deep
nulls technique and the straight weights perturbations tech-
nique are taken into consideration. By carefully adjusting
an element’s existing magnitude or complex weights, begin-
ning with the original Chebyshev pattern, one or more broad
nulls may be produced, which can then be either symmetri-
cally or asymmetrically oriented with respect to the primary
beam.

Using a rectangular array of isotropic antennas, Mandal et
al. offer, in [17], a pattern synthesis technique focused on
the differential evolution algorithm (DE) to generate twin
beam patterns. These include the pencil beam pattern plus the
cosec2 pattern. Such patterns are created by determining the
best possible combinations of identical element magnitudes
and phases for the cosec2 pattern alone. To simplify the con-
struction of the feed network, 5-bit discrete phases with 4-bit
discrete amplitudes are employed. In article [18], the meth-
ods for keeping lower minor lobes in concentric ring array
(CRA) antennas are thoroughly reviewed. The level of peak
SLL reduction across a predetermined round field-of-view is
suggested for directional uniform-amplitude concentric circu-
lar ring array antennas, thus introducing an iterative convex

optimization (ICO)-driven array design synthesis methods.
The ICO method optimizes the circle radii with the rotation-
al angle for a particular size of rings and the size of equally
balanced items within each ring, with potential limits on the
minimum component spacing and greatest array size. Yi Jiang
et al. [19] introduced modified integer genetic algorithm that
gets around the ineffective searching and the significant pro-
cessing burden of genetic algorithms. IIGA is used in [19]
to create uniformly stimulated concentric ring arrays having
aperture diameters ranging from tiny to larger, where the di-
ameter of the array is nearly 50λ. All of the arrays that were
produced adhere to the half-wavelength optimum component
separation requirement.
In this paper, flat top, cosec2, and pencil beam patterns of
an antenna with sixty isotropic components are obtained by
applying evolutionary algorithms to identify the best combi-
nation of common element magnitudes for all patterns as well
as a band of phases for the flat top and cosec2 shaped beam.
Here, the geometry of the array is a concentric circle. The
excitations produced through DE, FA, and GA were used to
construct the patterns in three predetermined azimuth planes.
With this method, instead of using a singular ϕ plane, it is ad-
ditionally confirmed that the patterns maintain their required
characteristics across a variety of azimuth planes. These have
also been demonstrated by choosing a random set of ϕ planes,
applying the identical excitations with each evolutionary al-
gorithm, and obtaining patterns that are comparable but with
a few slight differences. For a reduced dynamic range ratio
(DRR), the acquired magnitude (4-bit) and phases (5-bit) are
indeed digitized. Such discontinuous excitations are employed
to reduce the feed network’s design complexity, since they
produce fewer attenuators as well as phase shifters due to the
reduced DRR. These three evolutionary algorithms: differen-
tial evolution algorithms (DE), firefly algorithms (FA), and
genetic algorithms are compared in terms of performance.

2. Problem Formulation

An array with a concentric circular layout, consisting consists
of isotropic components is depicted in Fig. 1. The array pattern
in the far field may be put into the following terms [1]–[3]:

AF (θ, ϕ) =
M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Imne
j[krm sin θ cos(ϕ−ϕmn)+αmn , (1)

where:
– m = quantity of concentric circles,
– in the m-th ring, the number of isotropic components is
Nm,

– Imn = excitation magnitudes ofmn-th component,
– dm = inter-component rotational gaping (0.5λ),
– θ, ϕ = vertical and horizontal angle, item ϕmn = 2nπNm the

arc stand ofmn-th component; the range on n mentioned
as 1 ¬ n ¬ Nm,

– rm = Nmdm2π radial distance ofm-th ring,
– the wave number is denoted as k = 2πλ .
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Fig. 1. Geometry of a CCRA array of 60 isotropic elements.

The objective functions of multiple shaped beam patterns are
expressed as:

F (ρ) = k1
{
peakSLLd1 − max

θ∈A1

[
AF ρdB(θ, ϕ)

]}2
+ k2 ×∆1

+k3
{
peakSLLd2 − max

θ∈A2

[
AF ρdB(θ, ϕ)

]}2
+ k4 ×∆2

+k5
{
peakSLLd3 − max

θ∈A3

[
AF ρdB(θ, ϕ)

]}2
,

(2)

where∆1 and ∆2 are defined as:

∆1 =
∑

θripple∈{0 to 30◦}

|AF ρdB(θripple, ϕ)−D1dB(θripple, ϕ)| ,

(3)
∆2 =

∑
θripple∈{−15 to +15◦}

|AF ρdB(θripple, ϕ)−D2dB(θripple, ϕ)| .

(4)

In Eq. (2), ρ is the unspecified parameter combination for
both techniques and is expressed as:

ρ = Imn, α1mn, α2mn;

{
1 ¬ m ¬M,

1 ¬ n ¬ Nm,
(5)

peakSLLd1 , peakSLLd2 and peakSLLd3 are the expected
outcomes of max SLL, while A1, A2 and A3 are the sidelobe
regions for the cosec2 beam, flat top beam and pencil beam
pattern, respectively.D1dB(θripple, ϕ) andD2dB(θripple, ϕ)
are the desired patterns at azimuthal angles of 0◦, 5◦ and 10◦
planes for cosec2 beam and flat top array pattern, respectively.
The estimated span of θripple for the cosec2 pattern ranges
from 0◦ to 30◦ and for the flat top array pattern from−15 to 15
degrees. k1, k2, k3, k4, and k5 are the weighting factors.
With the use of several evolutionary algorithms, such as the
DE, GA, and FA, these objective functions must be reduced
to their minimum value.

3. Evolution Algorithm (EA)

3.1. Overview of Differential Evolution Algorithm

Evolutionary algorithms have been widely applied in a va-
riety of problem areas over the past decade, and they have
consistently found near-optimal solutions. DE is one such
evolutionary method, and a full description and its features
may be found in [20]–[26]. DE offers the following benefits:
a straightforward construction, simplicity of use, efficien-
cy, and durability for using in real-world situations. It has
been used to find effective solutions to virtually intractable
issues in a variety of scientific and engineering applications,
without relying on expert knowledge or sophisticated design
procedures. DE can provide the mechanism for obtaining
the highest potential performance from a system that may
be properly assessed. It uses mutations as a search query,
with directing its searches towards the most probable loca-
tions in the available space. Using selection processes, genet-
ic algorithms build a succession of populations. Crossover
and mutation have been applied as search techniques
in GAs.

The major difference between GAs and DE would be that
GAs rely on the crossover approach to discover effective op-
tions, i.e. a stochastic and beneficial process for exchanging
information across alternatives. So, even though evolution-
ary processes utilize mutation also as their primary search
framework, DE seems to be an inhabitant searching tech-
nique which is capable of populating D-dimensional factor
matrices with NP elements for each repetition. If there is no
data about the situation, the starting crowd is chosen ran-
domly. In a situation with an accessible preparatory answer,
the initialization is often increased by combining uniformly
distributed random variances to the existing preliminary so-
lution. DE is based on such a revolutionary and experimental
factor generation mechanism.

Initialization of population
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Fig. 2. Differential evolution algorithm (DE) flow chart.
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Figure 2 depicts the DE process. The aim is to reduce function
f(Y ), such as:

Y = [y1, y2, y3, y4, . . . , yD1 ] , (6)

whereD1 is the dimensionality or quantity of the search area.
The population matrix as well as the assumed size N1 of
population are presented as follows:

ygn,i = [y
g
n,1, y

g
n,2, y

g
n,3, y

g
n,4, . . . , y

g
n,D1
] , (7)

where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N1, and g is the number of iterations.
The starting population is produced randomly between the
higher yH and lower bounds of yL. The DE algorithm has
three main steps: mutation, recombination, and selection
which follow randomized initialization as well as creation in
D1 dimensionality searching field.
Three distinct vectors, ygr1n, y

g
r2nand ygr3n, were chosen from

each input vector for the mutation procedure. Now it is possi-
ble to write the donor vectors sg+1n as:

sg+1n = ygr1n + F (y
g
r2n − y

g
r3n) , (8)

where scale factor F has a value ranging from 0 to 1.
Target vector ygn,i and donor vector sg+1n,i are used to create
the trial vector tg+1n,i during the recombination procedure.
The target function values are finally weighed against each
target vector ygn,i and trial vector tg+1n,i in the selection process.
For the following generation, those that provide the lowest
function value, or the best fitness function, are chosen. These
operations are repeated until the predetermined value of
generation is reached. The outcome or the best objective
function solution in the present population is written as
Ybest,G.
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Fig. 4. FA utilized to produce various beam patterns for: : a) ϕ = 0◦,
b) ϕ = 5◦, and c) ϕ = 10◦planes.

The population size for such an optimization model is set
to 50, the scaling factor (F ) is set at 0.8, and indeed the
DE’s configured crossover rate (CR) is 0.2. This non-linear
challenge is solved using theDE/best/1/bin technique, with
iterations up to 3000 [20]–[26].

3.2. Parametric Setup of Genetic Algorithm and Firefly
Algorithm

The genetic algorithm (GA) [4], [30]– [34] is a technique
that is capable of solving not only particular problems. It
also allows to study in a direction where practice of intercon-
nection with natural-inspired modification and significance
of these in computation. With the purpose of discovering
true solutions of fitness functions, GA is a helpful search-
ing methodology commonly applied in computing. It is an
evolutionary algorithm which is stimulated by evolutionary
biology. The most straightforward GA has three types of op-
erators, including selection, crossover, and mutation. Usually,
this evolution method involves a population that is generated
randomly using specific individuals. Here, each possible solu-
tion is known as an individual and the group of all individuals
is called the population. For the GA algorithm, a significant-
ly higher proportion of individuals or chromosomes makes
up a set of artificially adapted structures at position t. The
initial batch of individuals is generated at random, so each
individual is subsequently built using a selection process and
a collection of operators. Step 1 creates the initial iteration,
is followed by step 2 creating the next iteration, and so on.
This means that GA utilities sequence t to start generating
a correct number of chromosomes for another iterative pro-
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Fig. 5. GA utilized to produce various beam patterns for: a) ϕ = 0◦,
b) ϕ = 5◦, and c) ϕ = 10◦planes.

cess at time t + 1. The algorithm performs between 1 and
T repetitions, where T is a fixed variable or the stage where
the most powerful individual is found or another terminating
requirement is fulfilled.

The swarm-based firefly algorithm (FA) [14], [27]–[29] is
based on the assumption that the majority of fireflies of near-
ly two thousand species produce short and rhythmic flashes.
Although these are unisexual insects, regardless of their sex,
every firefly is attracting too many other fireflies. The pattern
by which both males and females attract each other is cre-
ated using rhythmic flashes. The rate of the flashing and the
duration of each blink are monitored. Brighter fireflies are at-
tracted to those fireflies with a lower level of brightness. The
flashing light is produced by bioluminescence, and the precise
functions of such a communication system are indeed up for
discussion. However, these flashes serve two main purposes:
to draw in potential prey and to draw in mates (communica-
tion). Flashing can also serve as a warning mechanism for
safety.

The two-point crossover strategies are chosen with a pop-
ulation size of 50 in GA. The odds for both crossover and
mutation are set at 0.08 and 0.01, respectively. For this sug-
gested scenario, the roulette wheel method is considered
throughout the selection procedure, and just a termination
or ending condition of a limit of 3000 iterations is selected
as the method applied. Additional GA variable configura-
tions are chosen from the list provided in [4], [30]–[34]. In
FA [14], [27]–[29], 50 fireflies were taken, with γ = 0.25,
β0 = 0.20, α = 1. The search space dimension and 48 ran-

domly selected fireflies are used as the original population,
with the search space dimensions being taken into account
(3000 at the most iterations).
A four circular rings of array consist of sixty isotropic com-
ponents have been estimated. The number of components in
each round is a factor of six, i.e. 6m, wherem denotes the
count of the circles. The radius for the first, second, third and
fourth ring is 0.4775λ, 0.9549λ, 1.4324λ and 1.9099λ, re-
spectively. The population for DE and FA for each individual
case is:

P =
[
I1,1, I1,2, . . . , I1,6, I2,1, . . . , I2,12, I3,1, . . . , I3,18,

I41, . . . , I4,24, α11,1, α11,2, . . . , α11,6, α12,1, . . . , α12,12,

α13,1, . . . , α13,18, α14,1, . . . , α14,24, α21,1, α21,2, . . . , α21,6,

α22,1, . . . , α22,12, α23,1, . . . , α23,18, α24,1, . . . , α24,24
]
.

(9)
The limits of the variable are:

0 ¬ Imn ¬ 1; − π ¬ α1mn ¬ π; − π ¬ α2mn ¬ π , (10)

where: m = 1, 2, 3, 4, for the first ring n = 1, 2, . . . , 6,
for the second ring n = 1, 2, . . . , 12, for the third ring n =
1, 2, . . . , 18, and for the fourth ring n = 1, , 2, . . . , 24.
The number of elements in this case is set to 60 and corre-
sponds to the length of the search process which expands
to 180.

4. Results
An antenna with 60 equally spaced isotropic components has
been proposed as a concentric circular ring array. Here,M is
the number of concentric rings. 4 rings have been considered,
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and each ring has Nm different components. This array has 6
isotropic elements in the first ring, 12 in the second, 18 in the
third, and 24 in the fourth ring. The inter- element separation
is taken into account and equals 0.5λ, as shown in Fig. 1. So,
the ring radius becomes 0.4775λ for the first ring, 0.9549λ
for the second ring, 1.4324λ for the third ring, and 1.9099λ
for the fourth ring.

Tab. 1. Expected and achieved outcomes of the designed specifica-
tions.

ϕϕϕ Beam Parameters
GA FA DE

cut type [dB]

0◦

Flat top
SLLmax

Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −17.04 −14.51 −19.57

∆
Expected 0 0 0
Achieved 20.85 21.95 21.76

cosec2
SLLmax

Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −16.82 −12.21 −17.05

∆
Expected 0 0 0
Achieved 23.20 74.36 24.63

Pencil SLLmax
Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −16.77 −22.30 −18.08

5◦

Flat top
SLLmax

Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −17.13 −14.76 −19.33

∆
Expected 0 0 0
Achieved 21.93 18.16 22.79

cosec2
SLLmax

Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −17.69 −12.21 −18.17

∆
Expected 0 0 0
Achieved 21.10 47.60 19.77

Pencil SLLmax
Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −16.77 −22.30 −18.08

10◦

Flat top
SLLmax

Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −17.16 −14.71 −19.36

∆
Expected 0 0 0
Achieved 21.91 18.11 22.77

cosec2
SLLmax

Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −17.15 −09.46 −18.05

∆
Expected 0 0 0
Achieved 23.24 36.86 20.60

Pencil SLLmax
Expected −20.00 −20.00 −20.00
Achieved −16.77 −22.30 −18.08

Table 1 shows the design specifications for the multiple-beam
patterns and the corresponding outcomes. It shows that the
maximum side lobe level for the flat top beam pattern on
3 separate preset planes was achieved by applying DE and
equaled −19.57 dB, −19.33 dB, and −9.36 dB, respective-
ly, matching to its target value of −20.00 dB. The overall
difference between the achieved and the intended values is
calculated using the ripple∆ parameter within the angular re-
gion (θ = −15◦to +15◦). The value of ripple ∆ is 21.76 dB,

22.79 dB, and 22.77 dB for ϕ = 0◦, ϕ = 5◦and ϕ = 10◦,
respectively.

It has also been observed from Tab. 1 that using GA, the
peak side lobe levels for the flat top radiation pattern in three
separate preset planes (ϕ = 0◦, ϕ = 5◦, and ϕ = 10◦) were
achieved and correspond to the intended level of −20.00 dB
at −17.4 dB, −17.13 dB, and −17.16 dB, with ripple ∆
amounting to 20.85 dB, 21.93 dB, and 21.91 dB, respectively.
The desired value of ripple ∆ is 0 dB. The peak SLL as well
as ripple ∆ values (acquired and intended) obtained using
FA are presented in Tab. 1. Maximum SLL is attained and
equals −14.51 dB, −14.7 dB and −14.71 dB, with ripple ∆
amounting to 21.95 dB, 18.76 dB, and 18.11 dB, respectively.

In contrast, the peak SLL for every pencil shaped beam
pattern was measured to be −18.08 dB for DE, −16.77 dB
for GA, and −22.30 dB for FA, when applied along the same
predetermined azimuth planes.

From Tab. 1, it is additionally clear that the peak side lobe
levels for the cosec2 beam pattern along three separate preset
planes were achieved employing the same DE method and
equaled−17.05 dB,−18.17 dB, and−18.05 dB, respectively,
in lieu of the desired value of −20.00 dB. Only within the
angular range of (θ = 0◦o to 30◦), the quantity ripple ∆ is
used to evaluate the overall discrepancy between the achieved
and the intended quantities. For the azimuth angles of 0, 5,
and 10◦, the values of ripple∆ are 24.63 dB, 19.77 dB and
20.60 dB, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Element-wise excitations using FA.
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Fig. 9. Employing identical excitations acquired from DE, several
shaped beam patterns have been achieved for three randomly selected
planes: a) ϕ = 2.5◦, b) ϕ = 7.5◦, and c) ϕ = 11.5◦.

Additionally, it is noted that using GA, peak side lobe levels
obtained for the cosec2 beam pattern in three distinct pre-
determined azimuth planes (0, 5, and 10◦) are −16.82 dB,
−17.69 dB, and −17.15 dB, respectively, compared to the
desired level of −20.00 dB. Ripple ∆ equals 23.20 dB,
21.10 dB, and 23.24, whereas the anticipated value is 0 dB.
Similarly, Tab. 1 displays the expected and actual values of
the FA’s peak SLL and ripple ∆. Along with ∆ of 74.36
dB, 47.60 dB, and 36.86 dB, the measured maximum SLL is
−12.21 dB, −12.21 dB, and −09.46 dB.
The element-wise identical magnitudes of the array elements
acquired employing DE, FA, and GA for creating multiple
beam patterns are displayed in Figs. 6a, 7a, and 8a. These
normalized magnitudes range from 0.625 to 1 and have 16
separate levels (24).
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several shaped beam patterns have been achieved for three randomly
selected planes: a) ϕ = 2.5◦, b) ϕ = 7.5◦, and c) ϕ = 11.5◦.

The DRR is lower, as the lowest value of normalized am-
plitudes is 0.625 and the highest value is 1. The proposed
technique uses 4-bit amplitudes of the components in the
array, which guarantees that the DRR remains lower than
the 16-point restriction, which really is beneficial in terms
of a dependable network feed arrangement. Separate excita-
tions as well the decreased quantity of attenuators and phase
shifters, will additionally lower the price and complexity of
the mechanism.
Similarly, the phases having 25 i.e. 32 levels within –180◦
to +180◦are incorporated. Such 5-bit discrete phases are
shown in Figs. 6b-c, 7b-c, and 8b-c for DE, FA, and GA,
respectively.
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several shaped beam patterns have been achieved for three randomly
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Figure 6b shows the required phases applied for generating
flat top beams, while Fig. 6c refers to the cosec2 beam pat-
tern with a common distribution of amplitudes. Figure 6a
uses DE, whereas Figs. 7b and 8b show the required phases
applied for generating flat top beams. Figures 7c and 8c re-
late to the cosec2 beam pattern with a common distribution
of amplitudes, while Figs. 7a and 8a are concerned with FA
and GA, respectively.
In Figs. 9, 10, and 11, the same excitations result in somewhat
different beam patterns in three randomly selected azimuth
planes. The very first random azimuth angle in each figure
is 2.5◦(0◦< 2.5◦< 5◦between the ϕ plane’s boundaries),
the second is 7.5◦(inside the chosen ϕ plane of 5◦and 10◦),
and the third is 11.5◦(> 10◦past the fixed azimuth plane),
respectively.
The optimal excitations are produced using DE in both sit-
uations. Figure 3 depicts the multiple array pattern in pre-
determined azimuth planes and Fig. 9 depicts the patterns
in randomly chosen azimuth planes. Additionally, Figs. 10
and 11 depict multiple array patterns in randomly selected
azimuth planes, while Figs. 4 and 5 depict the patterns in pre-
determined ϕ planes. In both situations, the best excitations
are produced using FA and GA in tandem.
The obtained flat top and cosec2 beam patterns are following
the desired beam patterns within the coverage range of –15◦to
+15◦and 0◦to 30◦, respectively.
With all three EAs taken into consideration, the results of the
design requirements are presented in Tab. 2 for random angles.
Comparable design parameter values were found for ϕ planes

that were chosen at random and those that were predetermined.
Therefore, it is not necessary to take into account all azimuth
planes for such an array synthesis technique. However, there
are some preset azimuth planes that provide a span where
the pattern retains the required feature. The converging curve
for DE, FA, and GA algorithms is shown in Fig. 12. Such
convergence curves make it obvious that DE is superior to
FA and GA, since its fitness value is lower.

Tab. 2. Expected and achieved outcomes of the designed specifica-
tions.

ϕϕϕ Beam Parameters DE FA GAcut type [dB]

2.5◦
Flat top SLLmax −16.91 −15.07 −15.99

∆ 22.35 22.75 21.59

consec2
SLLmax −17.05 −12.21 −16.82
∆ 24.63 74.36 23.20

Pencil SLLmax −18.08 −22.30 −16.77

7.5◦
Flat top SLLmax −16.90 −15.11 −15.99

∆ 23.38 20.47 22.65

consec2
SLLmax −18.17 −12.21 −17.69
∆ 19.77 47.60 21.10

Pencil SLLmax −18.08 −22.30 −16.77

11.5◦
Flat top SLLmax −16.93 −15.05 −16.02

∆ 23.36 20.40 22.63

consec2
SLLmax −18.05 −09.46 −17.15
∆ 20.60 36.86 23.24

Pencil SLLmax −18.08 −22.30 −16.77

Tab. 3. Comparison of DE, GA, and FA performance.

Algorithm
Best fitness

Worse Mean
Standard

(out of 15) deviation
DE 356.983 369.960 359.1682 3.1523
GA 390.444 408.513 397.5156 4.2589
FA 398.555 410.987 402.6547 4.4783

The accuracy of DE, FA, and GA is compared to show design-
related difficulties (Tab. 3). The algorithm that turns out to
be the best and most consistent in terms of this issue is DE,
as it has a lower average fitness value than GA, PSO, and
FA. As far as this kind of design requirements is concerned,
Tab. 4 shows the results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test for
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Fig. 12. Convergence curve for DE, GA, and FA.
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Tab. 4. P-value for Wilcoxons two-sided rank sum test.

Contrasting pair P-value
DE-GA 3.3928 ·10−6

DE-FA 4.4938·10−6

DE-FA and DE-GA pairings. The greatest support for the null
hypothesis stating that the best final fitness value achieved
by the best algorithm is statistically meaningful comes from
any generated values that are lower than 0.05 (5% importance
threshold).

5. Conclusions

In three separate azimuth planes, a multiple-beam concen-
tric circular ring array antenna has been created employing
three well-known evolutionary algorithms. Three separate
beam patterns (flat top, cosec2, and pencil beam) are creat-
ed in three distinct azimuth planes. To achieve the necessary
pattern characteristics, every evolutionary algorithm creates
the best 4-bit discrete amplitudes as well as 5-bit discrete
phases. The approach adopted demonstrates its capability to
generate the very same beam pattern not only in the prede-
termined azimuth planes, but also across a span of azimuth
planes, upon choosing and obtaining the identical pattern in
random planes. By determining the ideal combination of ar-
ray excitations using the DE, GA, plus the FA algorithm, such
design requirements as peak side lobe level (peak SLL) and
ripple ∆ are decreased. By employing these digitized excita-
tions, the dynamic range ratio is significantly decreased, thus
requiring fewer attenuators and phase shifters in the circuit
configuration.
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